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After attending the SIOG 2017 Advanced Course in Treviso…

Cancer in the elderly in the United Kingdom

• Patients aged 75+ account for over a third (36%) of cancer cases, with slightly 
more in males than females. There are more people aged 50-74 than aged 
75+ in the population overall, hence the number of cancer cases is higher in 
50-74s, but incidence rates are higher in 75+.

• In males aged 75+ in the UK, prostate cancer is the most common cancer, 
accounting for a quarter (25%) of all cases in 2012-2014. In females aged 75+ 
in the UK, breast cancer is the most common cancer, accounting for around a 
fifth (21%) of all cases in 2012-2014.

• More than half (53%) of cancer deaths in the UK are in people aged 75 years 
and over (2012-2014). Since the early 1970s, mortality rates for all cancers 
combined have decreased in most of the broad age groups in the UK, but 
have increased in people aged 75+.

• In elderly people aged 75+ in the UK, lung cancer is the most common cause 
of cancer, death, accounting for around a fifth (21% and 19% in males and 
females respectively) of all cancer deaths in 2012-2014.

• Survival is poorer amongst older cancer patients and there is a disparity with 
other countries.

• Older cancer patients are characterized by later cancer presentation, 
more comorbidities and frailty. They are also less likely to receive surgery, 
radiotherapy and systemic therapy.

What concretely has brought to you the SIOG 
Advanced Course?

• Better insight into the overall management of elderly cancer patients
• Improved knowledge of the main principles of geriatrics
• Increased awareness of the relevance of a close collaboration between 
oncologists and geriatricians

• Tips to improve the research output in the geriatric oncology field
• Networking opportunities with geriatricians and oncologists from all over the 
world

• Plenty of inspiration and ideas to set up specific pathways for older cancer 
patients

What has improved in your Institution since?

• I am discussing a number of research projects and the potential 
implementation of specific pathways for the management of elderly breast 
cancer patients

• I recently joined the Age is no barrier to chemotherapy project group 
aiming at reducing treatment inequalities in England through the analysis of 
chemotherapy use in different age groups, the understanding of the reasons 
for such differences in practice, the issue of recommendations for the use 
of chemotherapy for all eligibile patients regardless of their age and their 
implementation

Your research plans

• Assess the feasibility and implement the use of screening tools for the 
management of elderly breast cancer patients in my Institution

• Validate the use of chemotherapy toxicity prediction tools in the routine 
decision-making for older breast cancer patients

• Evaluate the outcomes of systemic treatment options for advanced HER2-
positive breast cancer in a real-worl population of elderly patients

• Assess the efficacy and safety profile of CDK4,6 inhibitors in a real-world 
population of older hormone receptor-positive breast cancer patients

• Get better insight into the use of anticancer systemic therapy for older 
patients in England

How do you intend to develop links across 
worlds of oncology and geriatrics in the future?

• Create collaborations with geriatricians and allied health professionals 
working in my area

• Seek support from charities and organizations in my country 
• Adopt geriatrics principles in my daily practice

Fig 1– Average number of new cancer cases per year and age-specific incidence 
rates per 100,000 population, UK. Source: Cancer Research UK, cruk.org/cancerstats, 
accessed October 2017.

Fig 2– The five most common cancers (2012-2014): average percentages of cases in 
patients aged 75+ in males (left) and females (right) in the UK. Source: Cancer Research 
UK, cruk.org/cancerstats, accessed October 2017.

Fig 4– Disparities in chemotherapy use for breast cancer across different hospitals in 
England. Source: NHS England.

Fig 3– Breast cancer incidence, colorectal cancer incidence and lung cancer mortality 
and chemotherapy usage in the UK. Source: NHS England

All Cancers Excluding Non-Melanoma Skin Cancer (C00-97 Excl. C44): 2012-2014
Average Number of New Cases Per Year and Age-Specific Incidence Rates per 100,000 Population, UK

Age Range Male Cases
Female
Cases Male Rates

Female
Rates

0 to 04 419 358 20.4 18.3
05 to 09 242 184 12.6 10.0
10 to 14 228 203 12.6 11.7
15 to 19 412 389 20.7 20.6
20 to 24 684 755 31.2 35.5
25 to 29 1,065 1,650 49.0 75.7
30 to 34 1,369 2,371 64.0 109.4
35 to 39 1,652 3,252 83.0 161.9
40 to 44 2,735 5,832 123.4 257.0
45 to 49 4,839 9,793 209.6 412.7
50 to 54 8,024 12,623 373.2 574.8
55 to 59 12,965 13,933 698.0 731.8
60 to 64 20,538 18,055 1,178.2 994.3
65 to 69 29,375 22,852 1,743.4 1,283.0
70 to 74 28,538 20,538 2,363.7 1,530.1
75 to 79 27,721 20,873 2,904.9 1,832.9
80 to 84 21,234 18,887 3,260.9 2,100.0
85 to 89 12,566 13,379 3,643.2 2,260.7
90+ 5,446 8,064 3,654.6 2,114.1

All Ages 180,051 173,991 570.7 533.9

Source: cruk.org/cancerstats
You are welcome to reuse this Cancer Research UK statistics content for your own work. 
Credit us as authors by referencing Cancer Research UK as the primary source. 
Suggested style: Cancer Research UK, full URL of the page, Accessed [month] [year].

The Five Most Commonly Diagnosed Cancers in Females
Average Percentages and Numbers of New Cases, by Age, UK, 2012-2014

Excluding non-melanoma skin cancer. Percentages may not sum to 100% due to rounding.
CNS: Central nervous system. 
NHL: Non-Hodgkin lymphoma. 
SNS: Sympathetic nervous system.
Brain tumours: brain, other central nervous system (CNS) and intracranial tumours, including malignant, benign and uncertain or unknown 
behaviour tumours. 
For all age groups the percentage denominator is all cancers combined (C00-C97 excl. C44), except for children and teenagers and young 
adults where the percentage denominator also includes benign and uncertain or unknown brain, other CNS and intracranial tumou rs.
The proportions of childhood cancers are for children diagnosed with cancer during 2006-2008 in Great Britain. 
The proportions of teenage and young adult cancers are for 15-24 year-olds diagnosed with cancer during 2000-2009 in the UK.
Source: cruk.org/cancerstats 
You are welcome to reuse this Cancer Research UK statistics content for your own work. Credit us as authors by referencing Cancer
Research UK as the primary source. 
Suggested style: Cancer Research UK, full URL of the page, Accessed [month] [year].  

The Five Most Commonly Diagnosed Cancers in Males
Average Percentages and Numbers of New Cases, by Age, UK, 2012-2014

Excluding non-melanoma skin cancer. Percentages may not sum to 100% due to rounding.
CNS: Central nervous system. 
NHL: Non-Hodgkin lymphoma. 
SNS: Sympathetic nervous system.
Brain tumours: brain, other central nervous system (CNS) and intracranial tumours, including malignant, benign and uncertain or unknown 
behaviour tumours. 
For all age groups the percentage denominator is all cancers combined (C00-C97 excl. C44), except for children and teenagers and young 
adults where the percentage denominator also includes benign and uncertain or unknown brain, other CNS and intracranial tumou rs.
The proportions of childhood cancers are for children diagnosed with cancer during 2006-2008 in Great Britain. 
The proportions of teenage and young adult cancers are for 15-24 year-olds diagnosed with cancer during 2000-2009 in the UK.

Source: cruk.org/cancerstats 

You are welcome to reuse this Cancer Research UK statistics content for your own work. Credit us as authors by referencing Cancer
Research UK as the primary source. 
Suggested style: Cancer Research UK, full URL of the page, Accessed [month] [year].  


